
Instructions for 'Elegant Bead Frame Earring Duo in Holiday Party' Kit
Project KE-GP-032D   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - pair of gold rectangle open bead frames 4 - swarovski crystal bicone crystal

2 - small gold earring kidney wire 4 - swarovski crystalgreen bicone crystals

2 - large gold earring kidney wire 4 - swarovski crystal red bicone crystals

2 - gold eye pins 2 - swarovski crystal white pearls

2 - gold circle open bead frame 1 - pair of crystal classic cut pendants

2 - gold head pins

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a simple wire loop, How to make a wrapped wire loop, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-elegant-bead-frame-earring-duo-kits-by-
beadaholique.html

For the Rectangle Frame Earrings, begin by threading one eye pin through the one hole at the top of the frame.1. 

Next, string on 2 of each of the bicones, starting with the red, then crystal, then green. Pull the eye pin back a bit and thread it
through the hole on the opposite side of the bead frame to capture all the beading on the eye pin in the frame.

2. 

Make a simple wire loop* that is facing perpendicular to the loop on the other side of the eye pin. Make this loop a little larger than
normal, about 5mm, to accommodate the pendant we will be adding in the next step.

3. 

Gently twist to open this loop, same as you would a jump ring*, and attach the classic cut pendant. Close the loop up with another
gentle twist.

4. 

Open the small kidney wire and slip on the top simple wire loop. You’re all done. Simply repeat the above steps to complete the
second earring.

5. 

For the Circular Frame Earrings, begin by aligning the pearl hole with the frame hole. Slip the head pin through the hole of the
frame and up through the pearl and out the other side of the frame.

6. 

Next, make a wrapped wire loop*.7. 

Open the large kidney wire and slip on the wrapped wire loop. You’re all done. Simply repeat the above two steps to complete the
second earring for this pair.

8. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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